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Capacity Building: third pillar of internationalization

“Inernationalization of HE is the process of integrating an international, intercultural, and/or global dimension into purpose, functions, teaching/learning, research, service delivery of higher education/tertiary education at institutional, regional, national, international level.”

Jane Knight

New institutional structures to improve internationalization and teaching

Industry-academia cooperation
Developing the capacities to strengthen the third mission of HEI

Innovative Technology In Teaching
Where are we today?

Almost **10** Years of Activity

**29** Projects

**14** Israeli Coordinators

**11** National Projects
Where are we today?

- Curricula Development
- Institutional Governance
- Innovation in Teaching
- Academia - Society
- Teaching Technologies
- Industry Academia
- Access
- Interdisciplinary Studies
Capacity Building Structure

- Objective
- Consortia
- Work plan
- 2-3 Years
- Budget
- Monitoring & reports
- Implementation
- QA
- Impact
- Sustainability
Capacity Building Reality

- Hours and hours of work
- Personal Impact and experience
- Strong Partnerships
- Highly Valuable results
- A new project proposal
Why organizing **Cluster meetings**?

In EU language:

- Visibility
- Exploitation
- Sustainability
- Impact

- The relevant people know your project results
- Other departments and institutions have a good chance to profit from your efforts
- From EU funded project to institutional benefit
- Concrete improvement of your and your colleagues work

Synergy
What does “synergy between the projects” really mean?

• Learn from each other about management: “why do double the work if you can learn from someone else?”

• Develop results jointly if you have connected objectives

• Work jointly if you want to engage the same people: “make your case together”
Cluster #1 Implementation

What guidance/knowhow are you missing to improve the implementation/start of your project?
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